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WbnmsmctheWest

ffrL -*kj W .« The slaughter of the buffalo In enormous

<*Rkrf3> ( T\ r *•« quantifies by the hide-hunters of the early west

ployed o large port in paving the way for the set-

tlement of vosl territories. Although it wos the

cause of many on Indian uprising, eventually, wtth

the loss of their chief meat supply, the redmen
were scattered and subdued.

In addition, huge tracts of grazing land were opened up where cowmen could

move in and be sure of finding sufficient feed for their ever-increasing beef herds.

The stagecoaches and then the railroad brought new hordes of settlers who

further reduced the rapidly vanishing buffalo. With each mile of roils, new fron-

tiers were opened to ranchers who found a market in the eosl for their cot tie.

Cities could not have sprung up without the continuous

. stream of supplies which poured into the west over the gleam-

/
ing rails.
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THE

Soon the level grassy plains were doited with grazing

herds of longhorns— the rangy, lough cattle whose origin

hod been in the arid regions to the south. No other breed

could have withstood the long drives, poor (eed ond violent

storms which were necessary to reach the fertile plains.

These half-wild brutes were well-suited to be the cattle

pioneers of their day—rhey were as self-sufficient ond

invincible as the men who drove them.
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$&&&••With the advent otlow and order and the

growing number of small-scale rancK

sighted cattle barons saw the impossibility of

ranging their onglnol, immense herds across lands which were already being cut

up into small farms. Previously-free grazing land was fast being criss-crossed by

barb wire fences. . ,. , ,.

So they reduced the siie of their herds and began to improve the quality of illw

beef—since they were now primorily interested in weight rather than numbers

"
Importing corn-fed stock from the east, they crossed II with their own long-

horned variety Partly then through trial and error and portly through good

"cow sense" and selective b.ccdmg. thev "Sieved the finrt of the heavy hardy,

short horns These were the cattle which provided the basis for many of the thriv-

ing herds which even now. furnish

much of the beef on our tables.
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